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And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article, information complimentary every Thursday:
(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Now we’re on the end of Saka Dawa which is a Tibetan celebration of Buddha. It lasts for a whole
month during which time good merits earn like a 100,000 times return. So as we approach this
New Moon, you’ll want to finish focusing on those things.
And I’m asking for the focus to be on yourself first and foremost. So what good deed can you do in
your own favor? What kindness and compassion can you exercise with yourself? When we have
these things within us, we are able to give them to others but we cannot give what we do not
have.

So concluding this time period, take the focus inward and work with the energies through, I’m
going to say about, Monday, June 6.
Then we’re going to shift into another energy that allows for a lot more intuitive development and
you might look at a picture of Neptune and imagine Neptune. You can go in the third eye center
and I mean not the brow point but the exact center of the forehead, there is a little niche or a little
cross there, quite naturally in the cranial plates. And that’s where you would want to see Neptune.
And picture the planet, not its planetary symbol please.
Alright. That is our complimentary article for this week. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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About Reverend Terri:
Terri Newlon is a world renowned spiritual teacher and conscious voice channel for Ascended
Master Djwhal Khul. Djwhal Khul has worked through numerous channels, including Madam H.P.
Blavatsky and Alice A. Bailey, and is well known to spiritual students. His work through Terri began
in 1980 when she studied under Janet McClure and The Tibetan Foundation, Inc., and has resulted
in an extensive online global support system of practical spiritual teachings.
She is also a gifted Health Empath and has trained thousands of mediums and psychics. One of her
specialties is instructing other natural sensitives how to turn on and off their abilities so they can
live well-balanced lives, without neglecting their own physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
requirements.
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